OAKHAM
DARK GREY &
SCANDI OAK

Fashionably original and perfect for style-conscious homes, the Premier Collection is defined by its
refreshing look and bold styling. Strikingly designed to fit seamlessly into classic and contemporary
settings, high-grade materials and functional finishing touches throughout make it a range that meets
the needs of modern lifestyles. The Premier Collection, with its timeless appeal, will ensure your home
enjoys style with practicality.
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OAKHAM
DARK GREY & SCANDI OAK

Juxtaposing a fresh Scandinavian light oak finish on clean solid oak framed tops and
veneer insets with a fashionable dark grey pigment on the carcasses, the Oakham
dining range is sophisticated, strong and elegant. The range incorporates two sizes
of extension tables that feature a unique “pop-up” extension mechanism allowing
you to extend the tables with simplicity and ease. All cabinet pieces are fitted with
BLUM soft close runners for a superior customer experience.
With the option of stylish modern slatted chairs or classically inspired solid beech
spindle chairs in both Scandinavian light oak and dark grey finishes, together with a
choice of sleek satin nickel metal handles and contrasting wooden ones allows you
to create a more formal or casual style to suite your look.
Oakham is a timeless collection that will fit seamlessly into both modern and
traditional settings.
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BOTH HANDLE OPTIONS INCLUDED

5681-3
C07101SO

5681-09SB-DGY

5681-2
5682-09SB-DGY
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WOODEN HANDLE

SATIN
NICKEL HANDLE

4-6 POP UP EXTENSION
DINING TABLE
5681-2
Closed: 152cm x 90cm x 77cm h
Open: 192cm x 90cm x 77cm h

SLATTED CHAIR
scandi oak finish
dark grey bonded leather
5682-09SB-DGY
47cm x 57cm x 98cm h

6-8 POP UP EXTENSION
DINING TABLE
5681-3
Closed: 180cm x 90cm x 77cm h
Open: 225cm x 90cm x 77cm h

SLATTED CHAIR
dark grey finish
dark grey bonded leather
5681-09SB-DGY
47cm x 57cm x 98cm h

ILVA SPINDLE CHAIR
scandi oak finish
C07101SO
44cm x 57cm x 88cm h
ILVA SPINDLE CHAIR
dark grey finish
C07101DG
44cm x 57cm x 88cm h

LAMP TABLE
5681-04
46cm x 46cm x 55cm h
COFFEE TABLE
5681-05
110cm x 60cm x 45cm h
NARROW SIDEBOARD
5681-10
119cm x 47cm x 84cm h

WIDE SIDEBOARD
5681-15
157cm x 47cm x 84cm h

5681-27

5681-15

5681-10

5681-05

5681-04
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BOOKCASE
5681-27
84cm x 38cm x 186cm h
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1. ILVA SCANDI OAK FINISH SPINDLE CHAIR 2. NARROW SIDEBOARD 3. 4-6 EXTENSION TABLE WITH 4 ILVA DARK GREY SPINDLE CHAIRS
4. DRAWER AND HANDLE FEATURE 5. LAMP TABLE 6. COFFEE TABLE
Please note, product measurements may vary slightly from those stated within. Our material specification refers to the exterior components. Man-made
materials may be used as part of the internal construction. Please note, where reference is made to the finish, this refers to the colour of the item in question.
Partial assembly required.
Full self-assembly required.
All copyright, design rights and intellectual property rights existing in our design and products and in the images, text and design of this marketing material are and will remain the property
of Bentley Designs (UK) Ltd. We will treat any infringement of these rights seriously.

